Homework Contract
Week 3 Term 1

Year 4

**Spelling**
Complete an activity from your Spelling Homework Matrix – mark it off by colouring in the box.
Write our your spelling words every night in columns.

**Reading**
- Read for at least 20 minutes every night and record in your diary.
- Write a book review of your favourite book – we will be sharing these in class.

**Religion**
Read ‘Family Focus’ – Suffering to your Mum/Dad and complete the activity in your diary.

**Maths**
Complete pages 7 and 22 of the Maths Plus book.

**HSIE:**
Complete a title page for “Religious Beliefs in the Community” on the first page of your HSIE book.

**Science:**
Draw and label an object in your house that has a magnet in it.